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Mr. Cha irman and.members o f the Subcommittee: 

We  are pleased to be here today to discuss our Superfund 

work. We  have issued a  series o f reports since 1981 on hazard- 

ous waste disposal and w ill be  coming out w ith  a  comprehensive 

report on Superfund reauthorization issues by the end o f this 

month. 

I w ill focus today on the extent o f the hazardous waste 

problem, on the status o f c leanup e fforts, and on the projected 

cost o f cleaning up the nation's hazardous waste sites. 

--The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has not yet 

identified all po tential sites and the Department o f 

Hea lth  and Human Services has not completed health risk 

evaluations; 

--EPA has completed cleanup a t but a  few of the worst 

sites and has many more sites to clean: 

--based on available resources, EPA has concentrated its 

c leanup e fforts on the worst sites and has left the 

cleanup o f most sites to the states: and 



--estimates of future costs to clean up hazardous waste 

sites are uncertain but clearly the cost will be great. 

FUTURE COSTS 

The amount of federal funding needed to make the nation's 

hazardois waste sites safe depends on the number of sites need- 

ing cleanup and the extent to which EPA can charge responsible 

parties for the costs involved. 

As required by the Superfund Act, EPA submitted a report to 

the Congress on December 11, 1984, projecting the size and focus 

of the Superfund program and future funding needs. EPA esti- 

mates that the inventory of priority sites, the 786 worst 

currently listed sites and anticipated additions, will amount to 

some 1,500 to 2,500 priority sites over the next several years. 

Clean up estimates of federal costs for these 1,500 to 2,500 

priority sites range from $7.6 billion to 22.7 billion in fiscal 

year 1983 dollars. It is EPA's best judgment that the list will 

increase to 1,800 priority sites with future federal funding 

requirements projected at $11.7 billion. 

We developed alternative cost estimates on the basis of 

historical data and other information available at the time of 
- 

EPA's study. Under our analysis, which assumes continuation of 

past levels of operation, the number of priority sites could 

grow to 4,170 with federal cleanup costs ranging from $6.3 

billion to $39.1 billion. 

While EPA did not project the related state and responsible 

party cleanup and maintenance costs, we estimate that such costs 

could amount to an additional $33.7 billion for the 4,170 sites, 

$7.6 billion for the states and S26.1 billion for responsible 

parties. 
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43XTENT AND RISK OF THE 
IiAZARDOUS WASTE PROBLEM 

Information as to the number or hazardous waste sites in 

this country and the extent of health risks associated with them 

is Incomplete. The Congress, EPA, and the public cannot be sure 

that human healtn and the environment are being adequately 

protectea. 

Given available resources, EPA has given higher priority to 

evaluating tne hazaras posed by known sites and has placed 

relatively little emphasis on the identification of new sites. 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act requires (1) that 

each state compile an inventory of all its hazardous waste sites 

and (2) that EPA compile the inventory in states that do not. 

Both state and federal efforts in this regard have been 

/ limited. In 1982 EPA created a central data base of potential 

hazardous waste sites-- the Emergency and Remedial Response 

Information System. Since then EPA and the states have reiled 

primarily on local governments and the public to discover new 

sites. Sites have been adaed to the Information System basea on 

reports of suspected sites from cltlzens, police, fire, health, 

and other state and local officials. But EPA has not mounted a 

systematic site discovery effort. 

EPA's December 19&4 Information System inventory contains 

19,368 potential hazardous waste sites, and,EPA estimates that 

this list will eventually grow to about 25,000 sites. EPA 

acknowledges, however that if a targetea, systematic discovery 

ana investigation effort were undertaken and the types of haz- 

ardous waste sites addressed under Superfund were broaaened, as 
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could well be reasonably done, the number of sites on its 

inventory would increase dramatically--to over 378,000 sites. 

Under Superfund legislation the Department of Health and 

Human Services was required to undertake health studies, labora- 

tory projects, and chemical testing to determine relationships 

between exposure to toxic substances and illness. Except for 

one health study at Love Canal begun before the Superfund Act 

was passed, 'no health studies or laboratory projects had been 

completed as of December 31, 1984. Eight health studies and six 

laboratory projects were underway, however, and 6 other health 

studies were in the planning stage. Although the Department had 

planned to complete testing of about 70 chemicals or chemical 

combinations by September 30, 1983, as of December 31, 1984, 

tests involving 9 chemicals had been started and 2 had been 

completed. The Department recognizes that it has made less 

progress in implementing its Superfund 

originally planned and attributes this 

reductions, and staffing limitations. 

PROGRESS ON SITE CLEANUP 

program than was 

to funding delavs, budget 

Under Superfund EPA responds to hazardous substance 

releases or threatened releases on a removal or remedial basis. 

Removal responses require prompt action at any hazardous waste 

site but do not necessarily serve as final measures to reduce 

hazards: remedial responses are designed to provide priority 

sites a permanent remedy but are not necessarily prompt. 

The Superfund cleanup program has experienced difficulties 

during its first 4 years. EPA considers that 10 sites have been 

cleaned up. Program activities have focused predominantly on 
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' ".prsllmlnary steps such as inspecting sites, performing studies, 

and designing cleanup actions. Although EPA had completed 430 

removai actions to reduce immediate threats at sites as of 

February 1985, the degree of cleanup provided has varied 

widely. Non-prrority sites have generally received more 

thorough cleanup than priority sites. As a result, EPA has had 

to take repeated removal actions at priority sites. EPA has 

recognized shortcomings in its current cleanup process and is 

making changes to clarify and streamline the program. It 1s too 

early to determine how successful these changes will be. 

STANDARDS 

Although Superfund legislation provides funding and 

authority for cleaning up hazardous waste sites, it does not 

provide standards to be used in determining the degree of clean- 

up required. The absence of cleanup standards has a direct 

bearing on program cost and on the extenr to-.,which cleanup 

actions ~~11 protect pubiic health and welfare ana the 

environment. EPA sets its Superfund standards on the basis of 

environmental standards contained in other statutes which ao not 

address all of the substances and conditions found at hazardous 

waste sites. 

There is disagreement among experts as to how much site 

cleanup is appropriate. Opinions range from the belief tnat all 

sltea should be cleaned up to pristine conditions, to the belief 

that cleanup decisions should be made on a site-by-site basis, 

taking into consideration factors such as cost, risks to the 

surrounding population, and the availability of appropriate 
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cleanup technology. Part of the difficulty in setting standards 

is that little information is available on how hazardous waste 

sites affect human health and the environment. EPA's current 

approach of using existing standards and comparing risks with 

the cost of cleanup and available funding for all sites may be 

the most reasonable approach under the circumstances. 

NON-PRIORITY SITES 

In implementing Superfund, EPA has limited its remedial 

cleanup responsibility to priority sites. These represent 

relatively few of the nation's uncontrolled hazardous waste 

sites. As stated earlier, EPA projects that it will eventually 

identify as many as 25,000 potential sites; however, less than 

10 percent of these are expected to be Superfund priority sites 

eligible for permanent cleanup under EPA's current policy. 

While the priority sites EPA has targeted for permanent cleanup 

action are among the worst in the nation, many of the remaining 

sites also present serious health and environmental risks. 

Unlike other environmental laws--such as the Clean Air Act, 

Clean Water Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act--Superfund does 

not require EPA to set and ensure compliance with national 

standards. EPA has chosen to concentrate its efforts on the 

worst sites, to respond to emergencies at other sites, and to 

leave the cleanup of most sites to the states. As a result, EPA 

does not direct, monitor, or oversee state cleanup actions at 

non-priority sites. State resources, authorities, and capabil- 

ities vary widely. As a result, the public may not receive 

uniform protection from the dangers posed by hazardous waste 

sites. 
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We would point out that the following options are 

available in connection with your reauthorization delibera- 

tions: 

(1) Make no change in the basic structure of the Act. 

Superfund would continue to provide for cleanup at only the 

Nation's worst hazardous waste sites on a priority basis, as 

resources will allow. EPA would not have responsibility for 

setting national standards or delegating cleanup functions to 

the states. 

(2) Change the structure of Superfund more along the lines 

of previous environmental legislation, emphasizing permanent, 

long-term remedies, and giving EPA responsibility for setting 

national standards for dealing with hazardous waste sites. 

States could be delegated some or all cleanup functions with 

EPA retaining oversight responsibility. . 

The information we have gathered suggests that the 

Congress should give careful consideration to the merits of 

changing the structure of the Act. The absence of national 

cleanup standards complicates an already lengthy, complex 

process for cleaning up hazardous waste sites. The lack of 

precise information as to how hazardous waste sites affect 
/ human health and the environment makes standard setting 

difficult. Nevertheless, if we are to manage our hazardous 

I wastes properly on a national basis it is important that 

reasonably uniform criteria be established to govern cleanup 

decisions at both the federal and state levels. 




